
Supplementary Notes 

 

After Various overcalls over 1 or 1: 

 1-(1)-? 

 
x = 4 or 5 spades. Opener bids 1S with 3card and not good hand for NT. Can also bid 1NT that doesn’t 
promise stopper. System on after this. 
 

1 = transfer to NT or clubs. Denice’s 4+ spades 

 
1NT = natural 

2 = transfer to , wide range 

2 = CUE BID. FG hand without 4+ spades. 

2H = transfer 6 weak or GF 

2S = Clubs weak or GF 
2NT = inv 

3, 3 = invitational 

3 = transfer 6 invitational 

3 = AKQxxx in  or  
 

 1-(1)-? 
 

 x = takeout, denies 4+ hearts unless GF when it can has 5+ , ,  
if followed with cue bid is invitational plus balanced. 
 

1NT = Non forcing with 4 

2, 2, 2 = Natural non forcing 

2 = Game forcing with 4 hearts 

2NT = invitational 

3, 3, 3 = invitational  

 
 
 

 1-(1)-? 

 
x = transfer NT (many balanced clubs with or without stopper) or clubs 
1NT = natural, want to declare 

2 = transfer , wide range 

2 = 3 card fit, normal 6-9 raise OR GF 

2 = 3 card fit invitational 

2= invitational 4 card fit (does not establish forcing pass) 

2NT = FG 4 card fit, establish forcing pass 
 
Above this 
 

3 = natural invitational (because through x is problematic) 

3 = mixed raise - 6-9 HCP 4 fit 

3 = weak but not inviting 5 save 

4 = weak inviting going to 5 save with proper hand 



2NT raise. Modified Jacoby  
 
1/-2NT = FG with 4+ trumps, not necessarily balanced. 

 
Answers and continuations 
 
3♣ – minimum 
----- 3M – asking singleton 
-----------3NT – good minimum, no short 
-----------4M – bad minimum, no short 
-----------new suit – singleton 
------new suit – singleton, or void 10-14 if jump 
------3NT – demands cuebid 
 
 
3 new suit – natural 4+ and 15+, 3M shows clubs side suit 
------same sys as after 3♣, except 
------3NT becomes singleton ask if we are above 3M 
 
3NT – 13-15 6322 
4x – void, minimum hand except 4♠ if ♥ trump 
4M – 10-12 6322 
 
Notes: 
direct splinter by responder, instead of 2NT is void with 6-9 or 15+ 
Opener with 6331 picks the better 3 card and treats it like 4 card side suit. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 


